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UCL

Recommends approval of the listed UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE PROGRAM ADDITION,
DELETION, CHANGE in the following college and/or schools/programs:

College of Health Professions
Degree Change: BS in Medical Laboratory Science (HM 40)
• Brief Summary of Changes: Change BSC 227 4 hours to BSC 227 3 hrs and BSC
227L 1 hr. Change BSC 228 4 hours to BSC 228 3 hrs and BSC 228L 1 hr.
• Rationale: Change of current courses of BSC 227 and 228 as 4 credit hour courses
each that contain both lecture and lab to the new split lecture and lab courses for each.
The department of Biology made these changes to their biology courses to split both
lecture and lab apart into two separate courses.
• Curriculum: MLS Program BSC Curriculum Changes 2022 (002).pdf
Degree Change: AAS in Medical Laboratory Technology (HM 10)
• Brief Summary of Changes: Change BSC 227 4 hours to BSC 227 3 hrs and BSC
227L 1 hr. Change BSC 228 4 hours to BSC 228 3 hrs and BSC 228L 1 hr.
• Rationale: Change of current courses of BSC 227 and 228 as 4 credit hour courses
each that contain both lecture and lab to the new split lecture and lab courses for each.
The department of Biology made these changes to their biology courses to split both
lecture and lab apart into two separate courses.
• Curriculum: MLT Program BSC Curriculum Changes 22022.pdf

College of Business
Degree Change: BA Sport Management (HP 30)
• Brief Summary of Changes: Move to the COB.
• Rationale: The BA Sport Management degree program is being added to the Lewis
College of Business with enrollments suspended until the current students graduate.
Once all current students graduate, this degree program will be deleted.
• Curriculum:
https://livemarshall.shar~point.com/:b:/s/UniversityCurriculumCommittee/EYOh91o5t2dFgSXhKjULHt
YB4C 3Wy1ReU4H7jilb lp-vw7e=WOY9Yh
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NOTE: Recommendations should be sent to the Faculty Senate office via email.
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extensive formatting changes will be returned to the recording secretary/committee.

